
Mildura: Town plan showing project and Deakin Avenue. Red Line shows footpath from town into project.

Text extruded through new building form using chosen font

Cut-away axonometric showing arcade formed and library interior
CROSS SECTION 1:200

DEAKIN AV. ARCADE LIBRARY

View of arcade (parallel to street and acting as footpath) - entries to library, hall and gallery

Aerial views of the project. Top: showing the heart of Mildura to the right; the project location on the edge of the wider city; the Alfred Deakin Centre 
(Peddle Thorp) in the foreground, and set back from the street. Below: the arcade to the street and lawn.

View looking down Deakin Avenue towards centre of town

View showing arcade layering, through ‘MILDURA’ to ‘CIVIC CENTRE’

STREET ELEVATION 1:200

Melbourne GPO arcade and Swan Hill screened footpath combined: Fusing together two forms of linear public space, 
the classical and the local

The Library. Above: outdoor reading area in arcade. 
Left: interior looking through the exterior wall to the arcade’s screening (the word CIVIC readable in reverse).

Font work: handwriting across unfolded elevation (top), multiple font 
choices below

Reworked Haddon Scholarship collage - from temple front to giant word. 
The start of a process of using words on/as the facade

The contemporary public building opposite the site: the recent Alfred 
Deakin Centre: sports and community facilities, Peddle Thorp

Testing different fonts and their architectural possibilities to form an arcade

Converting extrusion into a system into space

The use of the more solid font for ‘CIVIC CENTRE’ and the main wall with 
openings into the building
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Aerial photograph of Mildura town, next to the Murray River. Site shown in red.

SITE PLAN 1:500
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